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Perform quality control testing and defect
tracking from virtually any location with
Genilogix QC Mobile
PITTSBURGH, /PRNewswire/ -- Genilogix announces that the next revolution in
quality control, QC Mobile, is now available for download via the Apple App store.
Genilogix QC Mobile allows quality professionals to run application testing through
HP Quality Center from virtually anywhere -- simply, quickly, and even on the go.
Using Apple iPads, iPhones, and/or iPod touch mobile devices running Genilogix QC
Mobile, development and quality professionals can perform tests, track defects, and
transmit electronic test data wirelessly. Genilogix QC Mobile seamlessly integrates
with HP Quality Center, a market-leading quality-management software platform.
Wherever the testing may be performed - validating product testing on a
manufacturing factory floor, reviewing the process workflow for a distribution
warehouse, conducting user acceptance testing at a client location, or out in the
field confirming the maintenance and operation of a machine - chances are that the
resulting information is entered by hand on to a clipboard form that is populated
into a proprietary application for statistical analysis. Remote testing combined with
access to HP Quality Center via Genilogix QC Mobile leads to increased productivity,
efficiency, and accuracy by replacing a manual paper process with automation on a
hand-held device.
"Genilogix QC Mobile addresses environments where mobility is a critical
component for testing and defect tracking," said Nate Stuyvesant, CTO of Genilogix.
"Certain verticals like manufacturing, healthcare and life sciences, hospitality, and
telecommunications are now able to extend the workflow and reporting capabilities
of HP Quality Center beyond software testing to handle processes like quality
control, and inspections."
"As business demands grow and organizations are challenged to accelerate the
automation of key business processes, agility and quality become increasingly
critical," said Jonathan Rende, vice president and general manager, Business
Technology Optimization Applications, Software and Solutions, HP. "The integration
between HP Quality Center and Genilogix QC Mobile gives organizations the
flexibility to drive both quality and speed in the field and in the development labs."
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